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"We were told to use 
Cassandra because 
MongoDB licences 
are too expensive." 🤔



1. should I use colorize?

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize


1. should I use colorize?

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize/blob/master/LICENSE

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize/blob/master/LICENSE


1. should I use colorize?

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize/network/dependents

https://github.com/fazibear/colorize/network/dependents


2. should I use this code?

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/10168034/how-can-i-reverse-an-array-in-javascript-without-using-libraries

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/10168034/how-can-i-reverse-an-array-in-javascript-without-using-libraries


2. should I use this code?

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


3. who maintains bash?

https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/

https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/


3. who maintains bash?

https://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/

https://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/


nearly all software  
relies on open-source
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availability 
efficiency 
quality 
price
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few sustainable models 
maintainer burnouts 
governance pains
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Free Software Foundation
"secure freedom for computer 

users by promoting the 
development and use of free 
(as in freedom) software and 

documentation and by 
campaigning against threats 
to computer user freedom"

https://www.fsf.org/about

https://www.fsf.org/about




Open Source Initiative

"educate about and advocate 
for the benefits of open source 
and to build bridges among 
different constituencies in the 

open source community"

https://opensource.org/about

https://opensource.org/about


GitHub

"GitHub is 
how people  

build software"

https://github.com/about

https://github.com/about


maintainers
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# I enjoy coding. 

# This looks nice. 

# At last I can do 
# everything right. 



pride in craftsmanship 
and the responsibility for 
something they believe in
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money

https://github.com/aaugustin/websockets/pull/357
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sustainability?
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should we use this?



who will maintain it?



how can we get help?



as a company

understand how the community works 

figure out what you can bring 

start small and build trust



as a company

https://todogroup.org/

https://todogroup.org/


as an individual

ask to spend time contributing 

be considerate of maintainers 

lobby for corporate efforts



people over code
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"We're switching 
to PostgreSQL." 🤗



questions
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